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INTRODUCTION

 Agriculture continues to be the most important 
sector of Indian economy accounting for 22 per cent of the 
country’s gross national product and the livelihood of more 
than two thirds of population. As the economy grows, the 
scope of agricultural economy also expands horizontally and 
vertically. Keeping in view the importance of agriculture, 
quantitative assessment of the contributions of the various 
factors to growth of agricultural output is helpful in reorienting 
the programs and priorities of agricultural development, to 
achieve higher growth. Many factors affect the growth of 
agricultural output, among them; area and production are the 
major ones. These sources of output growth have relevance 
in deciding programs of agricultural development and 
priorities of investment in it, so that the bottlenecks could 
be removed to achieve the speedy growth and development 
of agriculture sector in Gujarat (Anon., 2014). Growth rates 
are widely employed in the field of agriculture as these have 
important policy implications. It is a rate of variation (rate 
of change) in particular variable during particular time. 
Empirically it has been observed that the popular forms of 
trend equation for growth estimation are Linear function, 
Parabolic, Exponential, Log parabolic and s-types growth 
curve (Monomolecular, Gompertz and Logistic models etc.). 
But each of these equations has its own interpretation and 

restriction upon the characters of growth process. Linear 
trend gives the uniform growth rate over the period and other 
non linear functions give compound growth rate over the 
period. Groundnut is an important oilseed and supplementary 
food crop of the world. It is fourth most important source 
of edible oil and third most important source of vegetable 
protein. It is commercially grown between 40°N and 40°S 
latitude. Groundnut provides an inexpensive source of high 
quality dietary protein and oil. The vast food preparations 
incorporating groundnut to improve the protein level has 
helped in no small way in reducing malnutrition in the 
developing Countries. Groundnut seed contains 44 to 56% 
oil and 22 to 30% protein on a dry seed basis and is a rich 
source of minerals (P, Ca, Mg and K) and Vitamins (E, K 
and B group). Mathematical models are usually composed by 
variables, which are abstractions of quantities of interest in the 
described systems and operators that act on these variables, 
which can be algebraic operators, functions, differential 
operators, etc. If all the operators in a mathematical model 
present linearity, the resulting mathematical model is defined 
as linear. A model is considered to be nonlinear otherwise. 
If the objective functions and constraints are represented 
entirely by linear equation then the model is regarded as a 
linear model. If one or more of the objective functions or 
constraints are represented with a nonlinear equation, then 
the model is known as a nonlinear model.
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ABSTRACT

 The growth rate of area of groundnut crop is estimated through the linear model and non-linear models. An attempt 
is made with six models viz. Monomolecular, Logistic, Gompertz, Richards, Weibull and Linear models. Selected models were 
tested for randomness and normality of residuals using Run test and Shapiro-Wilk test and tested for statistical significance 
for area of groundnut crop for the period of 31 years (1986-87 to 2016-17). Then after, regression analysis was done to select 
the model based on the parameters studied. In the third phase model adequacy test was carried out for area of groundnut crop 
based on the regression analysis. The assessment of the best model analyzed and selected using MAE, RMSE, MAPE, R2 and 
adjusted R2. Logistic model for area under groundnut crop was found to be the best fitted. Estimated values were worked out 
of area for the period of 31 years (1986-87 to 2016-17) using best fitted model. Compound growth rate of area was carried 
out. Negative growth rates were observed in area under groundnut (-0.304). The study revealed that growth rates for area was 
decreased for groundnut crop.
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 Statistical information on crop area, production and 
productivity form the backbone of agricultural statistical 
system. To this end, growth rate analyses are widely employed 
to study the long-term trends in various agricultural crops. 
The growth rate of crops is estimated mostly through the 
parametric models by assuming the linear or exponential 
functional forms. A number of research workers have used 
linear parametric models to estimate growth rates, which are 
being used by the planners or policy makers of the states and 
country. Few research studies in many branches of science 
have demonstrated that more complex nonlinear functions 
are justified and required, since growth of living things are 
normally nonlinear. Keeping above in view, the present study 
is aimed to develop appropriate statistical models to describe 
the trends in area, of groundnut crop. Objective of the study 
was to estimate the compound growth rate of the area, for 
groundnut crop in Gujarat state by statistical modelling.

OBJECTIVE

 To develop statistical model for growth statistical 
modeling for growth rate of area of groundnut crop in gujarat

METHODOLOGY

 The present study was carried out with the objective of 
estimating the compound growth rate for groundnut area crop 
in Gujarat using six statistical models viz., Monomolecular 
model, Logistic model, Gompertz model, Richards model, 
Weibull model and Linear model. The time series data on 

area of groundnut crop are collected for Gujarat state for the 
period of 31 years (1986-87 to 2016-17) from Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Junagadh Agricultural University, 
Junagadh and Directorate of Agriculture, Gujarat State, 
Gandhinagar.

Calculation of compound growth rate

 If yt denotes the observation (e.g. agricultural 
production, productivity, or area) at time t and r is the 
compound growth rate, model employed for estimating r is 

yt =                                     

 The usual practice is to assume a multiplicative 
error-term exp (ε) in (3.6.7.1) so that the model may be 
linearized by means of logarithmic transformation, 

 ln (yt) = A + Bt + ε                            

 where, A = ln (y0), and B = ln ( 1 + r ). Equation 
(3.6.7.1) is then fitted to data using “method of least 
squares” and goodness of fit is assessed by the coefficient 
of determination R2. Finally, the compound growth rate is 
estimated,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 Results of statistical data analysis of area  
of groundnut crop in Gujarat carried out for the mentioned 
objectives are presented in detail under the following  
tables.

Table 1: Test for randomness and normality of residuals for area under groundnut crop.

Tests Monomolecular Logistic Gompertz Richards Weibull Linear

Run test -3.178NS

(1.942)
-2.870NS

(1.725)
-2.184NS

(1.381)
Parameters did 
not converge

Parameters 
did not 

converge

-4.359NS

(2.598)
Shapiro- 
wilk test

0.918 NS

(0.730)
0.915 NS

(0.727)
0.875 NS

(0.703)
0.906 NS

(0.716)
Note: (i) NS: Non-significant; (ii) Figures in the parentheses indicate standard error

Table 2: Regression analysis of linear and selected non-linear models under study

Parameters Monomolecular Logistic Gompertz Richards Weibull Linear
Carrying capacity/ 
Intercept (c)

1895.570**

(24.792)
1894.779**

(23.294)
1886.473**

(27.952)
Parameters 

did not 
converge

Parameters 
did not 

converge

529.008**

(111.350)
Function of initial 
value (b)

1895.248**

(24.309)
7.541**

(0.060)
8.967**

(0.0016)
41.165**

(6.272)
Intrinsic growth
rate/Slope (a)

0.256**

(0.087)
0.294**

(0.094)
0.277**

(0.102)
Note: (i) ** Significant at 1% level; (ii) * Significant at 5% level; (iii) Figures in the parentheses indicate standard error

Table 3: Model adequacy test of the models showing convergence in the analysis

Components Monomolecular Logistic Gompertz Linear
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 60.459 58.935 96.382 93.577
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 87.660 86.192 86.904 120.951
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 0.216 0.201 0.208 0.458
R2 value (%) 62.259 63.513 62.907 22.404
Adjusted R2 0.572 0.583 0.572 0.157
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Fig. 1: Scatter diagram of residuals for area under groundnut crop

Fig. 2: Normal plot of residuals for area under groundnut crop
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CONCLUSION

         Negative growth rate was observed in area under 
groundnut (-0.304).  The results showed that growth rates 
for area was decreased. The present investigation is based 
on Gujarat as a whole. Hence, the study can be extended 
across the Indian states so as to derive different models for 
all the crops based on the geographical classification of the 
state. The appropriate agro-climatic conditions can also be 
considered as influencing factors while fitting the appropriate 
models for different crops in the future studies.
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